ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
POLICY STATEMENT
As a leading design house, colour printer and finisher, based in the North West that
provides its service throughout the UK, Indigo Lithoprint Limited recognises the
importance of environmental considerations and wherever practicable will seek to
continually improve environmental performance and prevent pollution.

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
Indigo Lithoprint Limited uses a high percentage of recycled products where
possible.
We are, at this moment, devising a questionnaire regarding environmental care
assurance and are currently investigating forest sources for paper manufacture, with
a view to increasing the volume of products from FSC certified forests.
We require from all paper merchants and their sources, copies of environmental
policies with ideally, registration to ISO 140001.
We specify that all virgin pulp paper must be at least ECF (elementally chlorine free).
All technical and environmental specifications are filed on all papers we use and
updates are automatically sent by the supplier.
Indigo Lithoprint Limited is committed to minimising the adverse impact of its
operations on the environment.
In general, Indigo Lithoprint Limited will incorporate the following principles into
everyday management practice;
To recognise and respond to customer and public concerns about environmental
issues and industry activities.
To develop and produce products and processes, which can be
manufactured, transported, used and disposed of safely thereby minimising
the impact on the environment.
To regulate, monitor and review our manufacturing processes and the
product and processes offered to customers to ensure that appropriate
technical and environmental improvements are made where practicable.
To operate our manufacturing plants and facilities in an environmentally
responsible manner, to protect the health of our employees and the public.
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In particular Indigo Lithoprint Limited will:Meet the requirements of all relevant laws and regulations, as a minimum.
Reduce wherever possible the level of harmful emissions from operations.
Permit waste disposal only via licensed contractors.
Substitute safer materials for hazardous items, wherever practical.
Design energy efficiency into new buildings.
Promote environmental issues to its employees.
Review the environmental issue at senior manager level.

RESPONSIBILITY
Production Director Mr. Anthony Pearce has overall responsibility for ensuring that
the environmental policy is implemented. Responsibility for tracking progress of
systems and review of this policy document annually is shared between Directors,
Mr. Peter Kelly and Mr. Mark Nicholson.
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